Medical imaging systems often produce images that require enhancement, such as improving the image contrast as they are poor in contrast. Therefore, they must be enhanced before they are examined by medical professionals. This is necessary for proper diagnosis and subsequent treatment. We do have various enhancement algorithms which enhance the medical images to different extents. We also have various quantitative metrics or measures which evaluate the quality of an image. This paper suggests the most appropriate measures for two of the medical images, namely, brain cancer images and breast cancer images.
Introduction
We have different methods of enhancements which enhance the quality of an image [1, 2] . Enhancement can be done in such a way that the quality of image is upgraded visually or suiting to an application [3, 4] . Example of the latter case is medical image where the enhanced image must be more informative rather than being visually more pleasing. Therefore, to assess the quality of image, we have different measures of enhancement. There are some of the measures which suite images having different types of contents and attributes. Contrast based measures of enhancement methods, especially in spatial domain, use the intensities of pixels for calculation purpose. These spatial contrast measures are usually derived from Weber-Fechner law, Michelson contrast measure [5] , or Contrast Ratio (CR). The measures PSNR, EME, AMEE [6] , SOE, EC, and so forth are examples of such spatial contrast measures [7, 8] . These measures highly depend on image attributes like image content, background (uniform/nonuniform), lighting, texture, patterns which are periodic, single, or multiple targets, randomness, and also noise and distortions. Some measures or metrics are best suited to a set of attributes while other measures are best suited to other set of attributes. If a measure cannot properly tackle a particular image property, the metric or measure will not turn to prove a good measure for that image. Also, by looking at the image attributes, suitability of some measures can be suggested. In this paper, we will suggest the most appropriate or suitable measures of enhancement for brain and breast cancer images.
Basic Measures of Image Contrast

Michelson Contrast.
This measure is generally used for images which have equivalent bright and dark features, for example, periodic patterns such as a sinusoidal grating. Michelson contrast is defined as
where max and min are the highest and lowest intensities.
Weber-Fechner
Law. This measure is generally used for images with a large uniform background and a small test target. It is used for images whose average intensity 2 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging is approximately equal to background intensity. It is given as
where is the target intensity and is the intensity of the immediate adjacent background.
Contrast
Ratio. This measure is expressed in either linear or logarithmic form:
Entropy.
Entropy is calculated over entire image from the histogram of that image. It is a measure of randomness characterizing the texture of the image:
where is the histogram count for a segment of image. Increasing the contrast in one portion of an image and decreasing it in another portion may result in similar entropy as the original image. This is because the entropy is calculated over the entire image.
Conventional Measures of Contrast
These measures are attractive because they are simple and easy to calculate. MSE and PSNR consider corresponding pair of pixels of two images for calculation purpose. The conventional measures actually calculate the difference between two images and therefore it can be used for both restoration and enhancement. These measures are taken from [5] .
Mean Squared Error (MSE)
. Let ( , ) and ( , ) be the original and enhanced image, respectively, where × represents the size of image. Then, MSE is defined as
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
. Let ( , ) be an image with gray levels and × being the size. Then, PSNR is defined as PSNR = 10 log 10 ( ( − 1) 
Absolute Mean Brightness Error (AMBE
where [ ] and [ ] are mean gray levels of new and original image, respectively. They are given as
Complex Measures of Contrast
These measures are based on the basic contrast measures and are highly sensitive to randomness, periodicity, uniform background, texture, target size, and noise. These measures are taken from [6] . These complex measures are always a good choice as good measures and, by looking at the attributes, one or two measures can be suggested. But doing it quantitatively is always a better option. Figure 1 [6, [9] [10] [11] shows images having different attributes. Let ( , ) be an image which is split into × blocks, with × being the size of the image. Let each block be represented as , ( , ), where and refer to th row and th column, respectively, inside each block. Let max; , and min; , be the maximum and minimum intensities in an image block , ( , ).
Measure of Enhancement (EME).
The EME is defined as
As defined in (3), the CR of a block , is
Therefore,
The EME measure is suitable for images with attributes like noncomplex segments, uniform background in segments, small targets in segments, nonperiodic pattern in segments, and little to no randomness in segments.
Measure of Enhancement by Entropy (EMEE).
The EMEE is defined as
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Therefore, EMEE measure is the entropy of Contrast Ratio for each block , , scaled by averaged over the entire image. The EMEE measure is suitable for images with attributes like noncomplex segments or small size complex segments, nonperiodic patterns in segments, and randomness because of the inclusion of entropy. The more the value of , the more the emphasis on entropy. The term helps to handle more randomness.
Logarithmic Michelson Contrast Measure (AME).
The AME is defined as
The AME measure is suitable for images with attributes like periodic patterns in segments and no randomness in texture.
It cannot be used for images with uniform background and also images with segments of large uniform intensity.
Logarithmic AME by Entropy (AMEE).
The AMEE is defined as
Michelson contrast is given as
Therefore, AMEE measure is the entropy of Michelson contrast for each block , , scaled by averaged over the entire image. The AMEE measure is suitable for images with the attributes like surplus randomness in texture and periodic patterns in segments. It cannot handle images with large uniform background.
Other Measures of Contrast
Here, the first two measures are taken from [7] and the next two from [8] .
Discrete Gray Level Energy (GLE).
The gray level energy measure basically refers to the way of distribution of gray levels. It is given as
where GLE represents the gray level energy with 256 bins and ( ) refers to the probability distribution functions of different gray levels, that is, the histogram count. In special case, GLE reaches its maximum value of 1 when the image has a constant value of gray level:
Relative Entropy (RE).
Let and be two probability functions of processing images; then, RE of with respect to is defined as
Relative entropy is also called the Kullback Leibler distance.
Second-Order Entropy (SOE).
The first-order entropy is used as enhancement metric as it is less sensitive to noise and has greater response to gray level step. But it has the drawback of ignoring the correlation among pixels. Secondorder derivatives enhance noise points much more and they are more sensitive to a line than a step and to a point than to a line. The SOE as defined in [12] uses a cooccurrence matrix to consider the spatial correlation. Let be an image of size × with gray levels; then, element in the cooccurrence matrix of size × which contains the information of correlation of the image is given as
where , is element at th row and th column of matrix and 
The probability of cooccurrence , is computed as
and the SOE is computed as
Edge Content (EC)
. Let ( , ) be an image, where is the row coordinate and is the column coordinate. The gradient vector at any pixel position ( , ) is computed as
,
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Taking absolute value of image gradient as an indicator of contrast,
The measure EC is defined as
where × is the size of image and
Contrast changes exist over the entire image and EC takes into account all the contrast changes even for pixels which are very close (adjacent) to each other.
Enhancement Procedure
To decide the most appropriate contrast measure, an enhancement procedure is required which enhances the image contrast to different levels. For this purpose, a Matlab function "imadjust()" [13] where 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are five enhanced versions of the reference image, RI. The enhancements of images are such that the contrast of RI < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5. It can be seen that for every next level of enhancement the input range has been narrowed down and the output range has been expanded resulting in contrast stretching and therefore more contrast.
Tests and Results
For the purpose of testing, twenty medical images are taken from [14], ten brain cancer images and ten breast cancer images. From each of these images, six versions, namely, one reference image (RI) and five enhanced images ( 1 to 5), are created as discussed above. One example of each category, namely, brain cancer and breast cancer, is shown in Figures 2  and 3 . Then, the average values of the contrast enhancement measures or metrics as mentioned above are computed and the results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . As far as the complex measures EME, EMEE, AME, and AMEE are concerned, the images are divided into blocks of size 16 × 16 and in case of EMEE and AMEE the value for is taken as 0.1 as the randomness in the images of brain and breast cancer is quite low.
Defining contrast stretching (CS) quantitatively with respect to the reference image (RI) for the different enhanced versions of the images is as given in the following: 
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Thus, CS with respect to RI for each of the enhanced versions is computed and given in Table 3 . Now, to find the most appropriate measure, the values of CS are taken as standard values and correlation between CS and each of the contrast metrics is computed and all are then compared. To calculate correlation, average values of the metrics as given in Tables 1 and 2 are taken and Pearson correlation [15] is used which is given as
where and are two variables between which the correlation, , is to be found and is the number of data. The two variables here would be CS and one enhancement measure. For illustration purpose, one calculation for MSE (brain cancer) using 
The value of ranges from −1.0 to +1.0. When the value of moves away from 0.0 to −1 or +1, the strength of association between the two variables increases; however, they are inversely associated if is negative. Table 5 shows the correlation values of the different contrast enhancement metrics used against brain and breast cancer images. As per Table 5 , the most appropriate measure for brain cancer images is Edge Content (EC) and for breast cancer images EC stands as the second choice, with Absolute Mean Brightness Error (AMBE) being the first choice.
Conclusion with Discussion
From Table 5 , we can see that all measures have quite high correlation values. The conventional measures MSE, PSNR, and AMBE are more used for restoration purpose and also they do not properly reflect the perceived visual quality of the image. Therefore, if we neglect the conventional measures, EC is the most appropriate measure for both brain and breast cancer images. Regarding complex measures EME, EMEE, AME, and AMEE, as they are sensitive to image attributes, they are a good choice for any type of image in general.
To find the best among complex measures, we proceed with identifying the attributes of the image. Actually, there are different attributes of images which can be best handled by different measures; one measure cannot tackle all attributes equally well. Therefore, it is important to come to a conclusion of correct set of attributes the image in question has. Then, only a particular measure can be suggested. In this paper, both brain and breast cancer images have the following properties:
(i) Large uniform background.
(ii) Random texture in the foreground but no randomness in the background.
(iii) Nonperiodic pattern in the foreground but absence of any pattern in the background with the possibility to be considered periodic because the whole background is dark.
(iv) Background containing noncomplex segments with the foreground containing complex segments.
(v) Background containing large area of uniform intensity which is absent in the foreground. With these attributes, any recommendation would only be a compromise. Therefore, one way to make things simple is to examine only the foreground of the image as done in mammograms in [6] . Therefore, we forget the dark portion and consider the whole brain or breast as background and cells, tissues, lesions, and so forth as targets in the foreground. Now, the attributes of the image reduce to nonuniform background, random texture, and nonperiodic pattern. The best recommendation among the complex measures for these attributes is AMEE. AMEE cannot handle areas of uniform intensity well and we do have those types of areas but they are small, so we can go ahead with the recommendation. The other aspect is when we consider the whole image, that is, when we consider the dark portion of the images as background and brain/breast as foreground, then irrespective of the attributes present in the image, the best among the complex measures can be picked up from Table 5 of this paper by seeing the correlation values. EME stands as the best choice whereas EMEE is a strong contender.
